
GLG 111: Earthquakes Name _______________________________

Part 1 - Looking at Recent Earthquakes

A. Open the USGS (United States Geologic Survey) Earthquake Map. This web page maps all earthquakes > M 2.5 in the 
last day.  That time period is too short.

B. Using the GEAR tool in the top right, chose 30 Days, Magnitude 2.5+ U.S.  (Change settings if you want. Play around.)   
Dragging the map will refresh the EQ list and cause more earthquakes to appear. 

1. There are several regions on Earth where earthquakes most often occur.  Describe two of those regions.

a)

b) 

2. What are those red lines all over the place?  What do they represent?   Are there any in Arizona?   Why not?

 
3. In relation to the plate boundaries, where to earthquakes occur most frequently?  

4. In relation to the plate boundaries, where to earthquakes NOT occur frequently?

 
C. Open the earthquake list by clicking the icon that looks like this             or click on a large EQ circle.  Arrange by size.

D.  Find an earthquake with magnitude of 5.5 or greater.

5. My magnitude _____ quake occurred on _______________ (DATE) at ___________________________ (SITE).

E. Look around the web.  Find information about your quake.  

6.  The two plates that meet to form my quake were the ___________________ & _______________ plates and the 
damage caused by my quake was…

F.  Use GEAR tool to select SATELLITE VIEW.  Look around.  Notice where quakes occur.  Why?  Quakes are coincident 
with two major geologic features on this map.  Really.  Look around. 

7. Besides plate boundaries, what 2 geologic features that often occur near earthquake areas that you can see on the 
satellite view are…  (Check with me to make sure you get this.)

A B

8. WHY might those 2 features be related to quakes?  Think.  You can do this!  

G. On the EQ map main page, use GEAR to select STREET VIEW.  Zoom in on the USA until you see state names. 

9. If you are afraid of quakes, 3 US states where it will be good to live safely according to this map are…

A B C

10. Two states where you would WANT to live if you like earthquakes are... 

A B

http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/map/


12. Why do major quakes not occur in the states in #8 but do occur in the states in answer #9?  Write a general rule.  

12. Zoom in on Oklahoma.  Wait a minute…  Describe what you observe regarding quakes and why this seems odd.

13. Look around the web.  Find out why EQs are occurring on Oklahoma.  Is this natural?  Explain.  

14. One students really claimed, "Every time there is an earthquake anywhere in the world, every month or two, my ears 
ring!" When her ears would ring every two months, she would immediately go on-line and check for an earthquake. Yes, 
there HAD been an earthquake in the last few hours somewhere in the world. She said this proved that her ears could 
detect earthquakes. Is she right? Why?  Explain. 

Part 2 - Overview

15. Using a drawing and words, explain what 16. Draw & label a normal fault with the hypocenter
  causes earthquakes.  Use Wikipedia if you need.       (focus) & epicenter.  Find your own links or use this.

17. Why do earthquakes occur mostly in the lithosphere and not in the asthenosphere?   

18. Three causes of death from earthquakes include liquefaction, building collapse, & tsunamis.  Disease & fire are other 
causes.  Use the video links below to explain what happens in two of these and WHY that happens.  √ the 2 links you use.

   ____ A. Japan Liquefaction Palu Liquefaction

   ____  B.  Tsunami - Palu  More Tsunami Aceh Tsunami Destruction        NatGeo Tsunami

   ____  C. Building Collapse - Taiwan

Part 3 -  Determining the Epicenter  (See separate paper.) 

http://www.actforlibraries.org/the-difference-between-an-earthquake-epicenter-and-hypocenter/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rn3oAvmZY8k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J_egBKj1W08
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L9F2FRbf5Ag
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7O1wzLMpHtg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tsunami#/media/File:Tsunami_2004_aftermath._Aceh,_Indonesia,_2005._Photo-_AusAID_(10730863873).jpg
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/thisday/mar11/tohoku-earthquake-and-tsunami/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QsIar8pUHW8

